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Abstract: Identifying the person from his or her voice
characteristics is an essential trait for human interaction.
Automatic speaker recognition (ASR) systems are developed to
find the identity of the speaker in the field of forensics, business
interactions and law enforcement. It can be achieved by extracting
prosodic, linguistic, and acoustic speech characteristics.
Furthermore optimized neural network based approaches are
reviewed to classify the extracted features. In this paper,
literatures are surveyed on recognition of speaker through the
neural network using an optimization algorithm that has
developed from the previous years for ASR systems. We deliberate
different characteristics of ASR arrangements, containing
features, neural network based classification, performance
metrics and standard evaluation data sets. ASR system is
discussed in two parts. The first part illustrates different feature
extraction techniques and the second part involves the
classification approaches which identify the speaker. We
accomplish this evaluation through a comparative analysis of
various recognition of speaker approaches and compare the
results of the same.
Index Terms: Speaker recognition, feature extraction,
classification, Deep neural network, optimization algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION
Automatic recognition related to the speakers are the process
of identifying speech signal with the corresponding speaker. It
be able to be used as a biometric tool for personal
authentication and recently it has become a high security
concern [1]. The biometric approaches such as voice, face,
and fingerprints can able to handle mismatched or noisy
comparison. Transmission or sensor attacks are serious issues
for this kind of biometric recognition system [2]. The
identification system is divided into two types: speaker
verification and identification. Speaker identification system
detects the unknown speaker from the database whereas the
verification system validates the identity [3]. In both systems,
the speech signal of the speaker is taken into account for
speaker recognition [4]. The speaker identification system
can be commonly implemented by noticing the unvoiced or
voiced components or it can be obtained by evaluating the
energy distribution of speech. For that, the system is divided
into two steps namely feature extraction and speaker
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classification [5]. It is essential to obtain sufficient
performance in terms of accuracy [6]. For recognition
process, probabilistic LDA method is used in several kinds of
literature. The researchers have focused the speaker
verification task with DNN and contribute there result to the
classification process [7]. Comparison of standard
UBM/i-vector framework with speaker recognition models
like universal background model (UBM) and Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) gives suitable result for speaker
recognition [8]. Hence, some categories like speech frames
are aligned softly with DNN/i-vector framework and it results
in accurate Automatic speaker recognition (ASR). Speaker
recognition can be stable while performing the DNN with
frame by frame classification [9]. The posterior probabilities
of different Signal to noise ratio (SNR) levels from i-vectors
can compute by using the DNN [10]. The trained CNN are
used to compute the frame posteriors for automatic speaker
recognition [11]. The i-vector trained by two indirect
methods: Bottle neck features and DNN posteriors. The BNF
extracted frame-level features from DNN with special BN
layer. The second one extracts the posterior from DNN to
accumulate the multi-model statistics [12]. The utterance
occurred from i-vectors offer closed representation of the
corresponding speaker specific attributes through confining
them to a low-dimensional space [13]. The most popular
method for feature extraction is classical Mel-frequency
cepstral co-efficients (MFCC) method. Another one method
linear predictive coding (LPC) which is suitable for
immensely aided text-dependent identification tasks. These
two methods are globally used for speech analysis [14].
MFCC is also used for different applications like speech
recognition, noise classification and speaker identification
[15]. But recently, joint factor analysis is the basis for the
Eigen voice (i-vector). Eigen voice adaptation is the operation
towards evaluate i-vector this addresses a latent factor with
low dimensional aimed at all classes in a corpus [16]. For
improving the performance of fundamental recognition, the
researcher focuses on the optimized neural network based
approaches with combined feature extraction. Different
approaches are used to characterize the speaker at the feature
level [17]. Those approaches are voice source features,
short-term spectral, spectro temporal features (segmented
information, pitch and rhythm) and prosodic, high level
features (lexical,, idiolect
and phonetic) [18]. The
phonetic
and
acoustic
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methods are results the corresponding data for speaker
recognition. To overcome the limitations in speaker
recognition performance, two methods are used such as the
model based and feature based method. The model based
method is used for severe noise and channel distortion. For
noise robust features uses feature based method [19]. In
automatic speaker recognition, errors can occur such as
different speaking styles, feature variation; translational
invariance may cause the result [20]. The main objective of
this work is to analyze different feature extraction techniques
and comparing the performance of optimized DNNs such as
DE optimized DNN, ABC optimized DNN and ACO
optimized DNN. The DNN is commonly used for speaker
recognition which provides the best classification. The
classification accuracy of the speaker is improved by
optimizing the DNN parameters. Weight updation is the main
strategy of the neural network and it is required to select the
optimal weight for an accurate solution. It can be
accomplished through an optimization algorithm which
selects the global optimal solution for speaker recognition.
The outline of the work is described as follows. Section 2
describes different kind of features and their extraction
procedure. Section 3 discusses the DNN approaches and
optimization approaches for improving the DNN
performance. The experimental results of speaker recognition
tasks are presented in section 4. Section 5 describes the
significant aspects of our work and concludes.
II. FEATURE EXTRACTION
The feature extraction is used to extract the speaker based
attributes from the speech signal. It consists of two parts
namely preprocessing and cepstral feature vector extraction.
The overall flow for feature extraction is shown in figure 1.

Spectral Noise Removal
In the spectral domain, two pass effect is used to eliminate the
background noise. An initial pass is implemented through the
noise and this is obtained via signal via the speech. The FFT is
computed for all frequency band in each windowed sample.
The highest level is obtained by considering at least
n sampling windows and the value of n is varied based on the
signal. When removing the noise, the control related to gain
for the frequency range is set in which the sound exceeded the
previously obtained threshold. The control gain is used for the
frequency is set to 0 and this gain is reduced with noise
suppression. The method of smoothing frequency remains
smeared in which the unique rate is not destroyed and it is
enhanced through boosting. The unique frequency is not
affected by the isolation procedure of frequency smoothing
when applying time based smoothing. For the complex FFT
signal, the gain controls are captured and the inverse is taken
following the Hanning window. This kind of noise removal is
applicable to noise reduction from the voice signal.
Speech activity detection based on energy
The activity detection can be accomplished based on the
non-speech frames and the silent speech signal. The
performance of the system is affected by the availability of
non-speech frames. Energy based activity detection is mainly
useful for the detection of Speech and speaker specific
applications. The phoneme based method provides a better
result for this detection but it can be avoided with the
computational complexity of the algorithm. The energy base
detection can be accomplished in this system is
straightforward. Initially, from the given speech utterance, the
energy of speech frames are computed and from each frame
energies, the specific threshold is selected. The reference
threshold is chosen with the factors 0.06 × Eavg , where Eavg
denotes the frames with average energy in each utterance of
speech. The defined threshold is based on the maximum
available energy of each frame.
Cepstral Mean Subtraction
In order to achieve CMS, the mean M is computed for the
feature vectors and the mean is subtracted from the feature
vector. It is an efficient technique due to its simplicity. It is
accomplished in the cepstrum domain and log spectrum
domain due to the linear transformation of the log spectrum.
The convolution for the utterance of the speech signal
X ( N , K ) is computed in the time domain. The speaker based
properties B( N , K ) and a constant channel noise C( N , K ) are
computed in the domain of DFT, then the model related to
channel which is calculated as:
(1)
Y ( N , K )  C( N , K ).B( N , K ).X ( N , K )  G( N , K )
This approach, the frame index is denoted as n and the
frequency is indicated as k . The additive noise G( N , K ) is
considered in log cepstral area otherwise spectral domain
which could be computed for both non-speech and speech
frames.

Figure 1: Overall process of feature extraction
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log Y ( N , K )  log( C( N , K ).B( N , K ).X ( N , K )  G( N , K ))

(2)

log Y  log( C.B. X  G)  log( C.B. X )  log(1  G / C.B. X )

(3)
Thee log domain notations are expressed as follows.
Y  C  B  X  R; R  log(1  G / B.C..X )

(4)

For foremost signals, G  X .B.C
(5)
Y CB X
In case of frames with non-speech, X , B  0 . Thus, additive
noise N is log Y  log G( N , K )  Y  N . Currently received
signal’s mean ‘Y’ of the identical model could be described in
both expressions subjective through the quantity of
non-speech and speech frames.
(6)
M   * Yspeech   * Ypause
(7)
M   * ( Xavg  B  C  Ravg)   * N
For speech utterances with long time signals, maximum
SNR, we can eliminate xavg and ravg by using the
estimate M   ( B  C)   * N . Nowadays, performing the
CMS.
(8)
Z Y M
For the speech signal, the value is computed
as Y  X  B  C
For the non-speech signal, it can be computed as:
Y  N  B  C
Several frames with non-speech signals are avoided in SAD
stage, the range of    then in frames with speech alone
and x ruins as the substantial measure as predictable. After
performing CMS, constant channel component of the speech
frames is computed. In the case of frames with non-speech
signals, here is a shift relevant to each medium. The greater
variance in terms of  proportion remains applied for the
conversational speech. The relevant word error rate is
reduced around 4% for the speaker based CMS when
compared with the conversational speech based CMS. The
performance of CMS is higher than RASTA when applying
channel normalization techniques. After applying RASTA
filtering, the shape of the speech signal is avoided in the time
domain by preserving CMS. It leads to the introduction of
RASTA filter. Several kinds of features are extracted for the
purpose of getting efficient feature extraction. The details of
this feature extraction procedure are described as follows.
A. Linear predictive coefficient (LPC) features
There are three concepts involved in the extraction of LPC
features. They are mainly based on an equal-loudness curve,
critical band spectral resolution and power law based on
intensity. The Mel filters which are used to extract MFCCs
with critical bands. The variance is that Mel scale is replaced
with Bark scale and trapezoidal like masking curves are used
with triangular filters. The sensitivities related to non-linear
characteristics of hearing level of human at varying
frequencies are modelled with equal loudness curve models.
In between the supposed intensity of sound, loudness and the
intensity power law describes the nonlinear relationship. This
nearly equals the logarithm of MFCC computation. The
compression of the cubic root is utilized for PLPs. Based on
these procedures; the autoregressive all-pole method is used
to compute auditory spectrum.
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B. Delta and delta
The feature extraction techniques like MFCC provides better
estimates for finding the local spectra of statistical features
but it fails to detect the specific aspects of human speech
which is necessary for differentiating speakers. In addition to
the static parameters, the time derivatives are added to
improve the efficiency of the speech processing system. The
local temporal derivatives are estimated from the speech
cepstrum by using delta and delta-delta cepstra with a local
slope and least square approximation are computed over
several frames. The delta coefficients denote the first order
derivatives and it can be computed based on the following
regression procedure.
G

Ci ( N ) 

 kCi ( N  K )

k  G

G

K2

(9)

k  G

Where, Ci (N ) denotes the coefficient of Delta are
computed at the i th cepstral stream Ci with nth frame and N is
utilized to find the number of frames across which the delta
cepstrum is computed. It can be varied based on the received
voided signal but it is commonly set to 2 or 4. Similar to that,
the delta-delta coefficients of second order derivatives such as
are estimated by an identical formula for delta coefficients
without using original cepstral coefficients. The past and
future cepstral coefficients are computed with the cepstrum
features with changing requirement of starting and the ending
of the speech signspeech signal’s starting and ending. The
issue associated with the end effect of signals can be resolved
with the help of simplified first order variations and the
initialization of speech. The number of T frames can be
implemented with
(10)
Ci ( N )  Ci ( N  1)  Ci ( N ), N  G
Ci ( N )  Ci ( N )  Ci ( N 1), N  T  G

(11)

Similar to that, the relevant delta-delta coefficients are
computed accordingly. These features are reliable for artifacts
of channel with the usage of delta-delta and delta cepstral.

Through assuming the value N  1 , the delta and delta-delta
coefficients are constructed. The denominator used in the
equation is eliminated with the following formula,
(12)
Ci ( N )  Ci ( N  1)  Ci ( N 1)
The delta-delta and delta cepstrum are usually joined through
the static cepstrum for formulating the unique vector
regarding the features consisting of together the dynamic and
static features from the signal.
C. Bottleneck feature extraction
The bottleneck features used are computed based on the
specific DNN structure. It consists of a narrow amount of BN
layer in its position. Because of the amount of BN layer with
hidden nodes is commonly very lesser while comparing to
another layers. Training of DNN strengthen the initiation of
the data, low dimensional compact representation of the
signal is formed with the specially trained generation of less
classification error for the output signal. The training
procedure for BN DNN is
started from a general
supervised
pre-training
process with the limited
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Boltzmann machines are utilized for the initialization of
matrices of weight for efficient starting functions. Next to
enable the procedure of training process, the bottleneck deep
neural network used are finely altered with supervised manner
through the help of standard error back-propagation
procedure for optimizing the specific target function.
Assumed the training set X  {xt , lt }Tt1 X = { } where li is the
phone label off xi , the target task could be denoted by the way
of training data with entire negative log posterior probability:
(13)
D  Tt1 log P(lt | xt )
After training the voice signals with BN-DNN, the linear
output from the hidden layers are obviously utilized as
features of BN. If V Indicates the outputs with hidden layer
sigmoid function is just beforehand the BN layer, with BN
topographies Y could be get from Y  W T .V  b , in which W
is the weight matrix of BN layer and b denotes the bias vector
[33].
D. I-vector feature extraction
The speaker and channel variability are introduced in two sub
spaces which are based on the JFA training procedure. There
are some available information on the channel space which
differentiates the speaker. Due to this reason, the single space
model is utilized with variabilities of two function. It is
assumed that the channel and speaker reliant GMM super
vector M is to be modelled as,
(14)
m  M  tW
In which M , represents a channel and super vector for
speaker independent (UBM super vector with the worthy
estimation of M ), here low rank matrix is represented as T ,
that signifies a source of the condensed entire inconsistency
space then w represents the usual standard vector. t Remains
called as the entire matrix variability; the modules of w in
which the entire features with the signifies the coordinates
with in the minimum overall predictability gap. Distinctive
vectors are mentioned or i-vectors for short. The vectors are
related with a given recording is the MAP estimate of W ,
whose intention is described. We represent with this through


W.

E. Spectral Centroid
For the given frame, the weighted average frequency is
computed with the spectral centroid. The weights required to
be computed are based on the energy normalization of each
frequency component in the particular frame.
 f  f | Si [ f ] |
 f  | Si [ f ] |2

2

SCi 

(15)

Wherever, frame number is denoted as i , indicates the frame
frequency range is mentioned as  f  and Fourier transform
is mentioned as Si [ f ] represents the. It is noted that the
centroid of spectral and the SC feature set for each image
frame is destroyed through the pitch frequencies and structure
of harmonic which are induced by vocal source.
F. Renyi Entropy
An information theoretic measure is mentioned as Renyi
Entropy that classifies the frames in a random manner. Here,
the standardized energy of each frame is computed as a
Retrieval Number: I7760078919/19©BEIESP
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probability distribution for computing the entropy and is
given by G.
REi 


S i [ f ]  
1
log 2   f  |
|

1
 f  S i [ f ] 


(13)

This kind of entropy measure is beneficial to detect both the
unvoiced and voiced speech components due to the capacity
of finding the degree of randomness for all speech signal. The
less structured speech contains higher entropy when
compared with the high structure speech signal. The less
structure speech is based on the unvoiced speech and it has a
higher value of entropy.
G. Shannon Entropy
Shannon Entropy is one of the information theoretic
computations which classify the frames in a random manner.
For entropy determination, the normalized energy of several
frame is recognized as a probability distribution
SEi   f 

Si [ f ]

 f  Si [ f ]

log 2

Si [ f ]

 f  Si [ f ]

(14)

The SE trend is used similarly to the RE trend that is required
for finding the unvoiced and voiced components of speech.
For speaker identification, the features used are innovative
and it can be used in the field of biometric recognition.
III. SPEAKER RECOGNITION BASED NN WITH
OPTIMIZATION
Efficient and improved performance of ASR framework is
based on the proper system training with the help of machine
learning techniques. With the help of extracted feature vectors
and trained data, network models are developed in which the
testing data is correctly classified. There are three different
kinds of neural network based approached are involved and
they are worked based on the extracted features from the
spoken words. The commonly used approaches for speaker
classification and DNN based optimized approaches are
described as follows. The extracted features from the voice
signal are given as an input for classification approaches.
A. Multi-layer perceptron neural network
In MLP, each neuron computes the weighted sum for input
values and this obtained input values is multiplied with the
coefficient value. Finally, the outcomes of this multiplications
are added together. Each node is considered as a linear
classifier and the complex nonlinear classifiers are developed
by combining all nodes. MLP is a kind of feed forward
artificial neural network which maps the set of input values
into its corresponding output set. It contains several layers
which form the directed graph with each node of the next
layer. Each node is having the activation function except the
input node. This MLP is identified as an improved form of
linear perceptron network which differentiates data that are
linearly separable.
Activation function
The MLP has the activation function in the linear form in each
nodes which maps the weighted input with the output of the
node. It is possible to vary
the number of nodes and
layers used in the MLP based
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on the complexity. The frequency of action in MLP is
modelled with the nonlinear activation function of each node.
It can be modelled in various methods. The sigmoid is the
commonly used activation functions which are described in
two specific ways. They are represented as follows.
(15)
Y ( Bi )  tanh(Bi )
Y ( Bi )  (1  e B )1
i

(16)

The first one represents the function of the hyperbolic tangent
which is in the range of -1 to 1. Another one is the logistic
function which is similar to the previous one but the ranges
are varied from 0 to 1. The expression yi represents the
i th nodes output and the weighted sums of input sequences are

v

indicated with i . Instead of using these activation functions,
alternate functions such as soft plus or rectifiers can be used.
The radial basis function is one common kind of activation
function which is based on supervised DNN models.
Layers
MLP consists of three or more layers. They are one input, one
output and any number of hidden layers. Due to the presence
of enormous hidden layers it is also referred as DNN. It is a
fully connected network and each node of one layer is
connected with a certain weight to every node in the
successive layers. The weight factor wij indicates that the
weight from the i th node to the j th node. The out layer act as a
classifier which provides the classification result for the given
speech signal based on the voice features extracted. It
identifies the correct speaker by processing the hidden layers
of DNN.
B. DNN with back propagation
The back-propagation model is based on the learning
approach of perceptron by modifying the weights of the
connection after processing each set of data. The amount of
error produced is compared with the error occurred in the
process and the error is reduced in the further iterations. It is a
kind of supervised learning which is accomplished through
the concept of back propagation. The generalizations of linear
perceptron is applied with the least mean square. The error
occurred in the j th output node of n th data point which is
denoted by e j (n)  d j (n)  y j (n) . Here, the target value is
represented as, d , and y represents the value obtained by the
perceptron. Then the weight of the node is modified based on
the correction which reduces the error from the obtained
output which is denoted as
 ( n) 

1
 e 2j (n)
2 j

(17)

By utilizing the gradient descent, the weight updation factor is
denoted as
  ( n)
W ji (n)  
yi ( n )
(18)
 v j ( n)

Where yi indicates the previous nodes output and learning
rate is represented as  , which is chosen to provide sufficient
weight convergence without generating oscillations. Based on
the obtained local values v j , the derivatives are computed.



 (n)
 e j (n) ' (v j (n))
v j (n)

Where  ' indicates the derivative of the mentioned activation
function, and it does not vary by itself. The weight updation of
the hidden nodes is difficult to analyze but the derivatives are
described as
 (n)
 (n)

  ' (v j (n)) 
wkj (n)
(20)
v j (n)

k

vk (n)

This is based on the weight updation of the k th nodes, which
indicates the output layer. In order to change the weight of the
hidden node, the output weights are updated based on the
activation function derivatives. Hence it is called the back
propagation DNN. The output produced by this DNN is
improved in terms of accuracy by reducing the error
produced.
C. DNN with Differential evolution algorithm
The mutation, selection, and crossover operation are included
in this DE algorithm based on the variation randomly
generated pairs in the population procedure. It functions as a
search procedure when the crossover operators are combined
with the parent vectors and mutated vectors. All solution has
the equal probability of selecting the parent vector. The step
by step procedure is mentioned as follows. Initially, the
populations are mentioned with parameter vectors of
D dimensions and the size of the population is indicated
as NP . X i ,G (i  1,2,...NP) , indicates the generation of each
target vector G and X i ,G  {xi1,G , xi 2,G ,...xiD,G } represents the
overall parameters that needs to be optimized. From the
randomly chosen vectors, the donor vector for the subsequent
generation Vi ,G ! is created based on X r1,G , X r 2,G and X r 3,G as
follows.
Vi ,G1  X r1,G  F ( X r 2,G  X r 3,G )

(21)

Where, F denotes the mutation factor of the random number
which is distributed uniformly with the range of [0,2] . The
randomly chosen indexes r1, r 2, r3{1,2,...NP} are varied from
one another and also from the entire running index i as well.
The trial vector Ui ,G1  {ui1 , G  1, ui 2,G1 ,...,uiD,G1} can be
described by the crossover vector which can be described as
follows.
 vij ,G 1 if rand  CR or j  I rand
uij ,G 1  
(22)
 xij ,G if rand  CR and j  I rand
Where, j  1,2,...,D , the crossover constant is represented as

CR within the range [0,1] ; randij represents a random
number in the range of zero and one; and I rand denotes a
arbitrary index from [1,2,...,D] , projects which in the sample
course one element remains selected from Vi ,G . In the entire
population, the diversity change is maintained by the
parameters of CR. The vector required for the successive
iterations are selected with the following minimization
problem.

For the output node, the simplification of this factor can be
described as,
Retrieval Number: I7760078919/19©BEIESP
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U i ,G 1 if f (U i ,G 1 )  f ( X i ,G )
X i ,G 1  
(23)
X i ,G otherwise

Where, the objective function related with X i ,G is indicated

with the existing one. The solution is selected based on the
optimal fitness value and it can be accomplished with two
parameters NP and Limit .

as f ( X i ,G ) . The target value is compared with the trail vectors

E. DNN with Ant colony optimization
The ACO algorithm is based on the behavior of ants based on
the objective of finding minimum distance between food and
the nest. The communication mechanism used between ants is
a pheromone laid. Based on the intensity of pheromone, the
paths are selected independently. The solution for the
component is obtained by selecting the higher value of
pheromone. This value is reinforced with the pheromone
value based on the suitable solution. The working concept of
this presented algorithm is defined as shown below In the
search space, the number of parameters required to be
optimized is set to be D . The parameters used are divided
into a group of discrete points. For parameter
x j ( j  1,2,...D) within a range of [a j1 , a jN ] , there are totally N

and the lower function provides the value for the upcoming
iterations. It is commonly used as a simple algorithm due to its
control parameters because its control parameters such as
NP, F and CR .
D. DNN with Artificial bee colony optimization
The foraging behavior performed by honey bee swarms is
highly taken into consideration by this ABC algorithm to
perform the optimization process. In this optimization
approach, the obtained entire possible solutions are identified
as a food source for this artificial bee. While performing the
execution process, the overall bees may interact among
themselves to increase the total quantity of gathered food
source. The onlooker, scout and employed bees are grouped,
then the duties and distribution of this grouped bees have been
described. In this approach, food source position is
{X1 , X 2 ,...X NP} of the population is randomly adjusted. Both
the population quantity and food source number are
represented
as
.
Each
food
source
NP
X i  {xi1 , xi 2 ,...xiD} represents the D-dimensional vector,
consists of D variables for obtaining an optimal solution to the
problem. During the phase of employed bees, the nearest
solution vij obtained from the original value xij by using the
equation mentioned below
vij  xij  rand (1,1)  ( xij  xkj )

(24)

Where, the subscript j [1, D] indicates arbitrarily has selected
files and k [1, NP] is an arbitrary adjacent file which is varied
from i . Afterwards performing the nearest neighbor then the
unique answer based on the fitness solution of the best
problem, the improved explanation from the population is
obtained. The information based on the source is transmitted
from the employed bees and the selection is based on the
obtained probability value as follows.
Pi 



discrete points where the possible range is divided into N  1
shares uniformly. Each point based on the candidate value of
the
parameter,
namely
the
solution
component a jk (k  1,2,...,N ) . When searching the parameters
D by an ant i(i  1,2,...,NP) , it selects the value for its
parameters from the candidate points and stores it in the
relevant tag. For each candidate point, the intensity value is
represented as  jk for tag k . When it reaches the parameter x j ,

the following probability is required to be selected for each
component.
 jk
Pjk 
(27)
1m N  jm
When the probability value is greater than the arbitrary range
in the range one and zero, the relevant point a jk is chosen
related with this parameter. Next to selecting all the required
parameters X i  {x1 , x2 ,...xD } by the ant, it goes towards the
location and the intensity of pheromone is updated based on
the following equation.
(28)
 jk (i  1)   jk (i)   jk
Q / f ( X i ) if a jk is selected as x j and belongs to X i
 jk  
(29)
0 else


f (Xi )
NP
k 1

f (X k )

(25)
For solution X i , its fitness function is represented as f ( X i ) .
For the selected solution, fitness value based on likelihood
rate pi is made. If pi is greater than an arbitrary amount
solutions obtained within the range of [0, 1]. The nearest
solution is obtained based on the local search of onlooker
bees. During the phase of the onlooker and employed, the
food source is exhausted and it is destroyed. The original
solution is obtained by replacing the nearest neighbor which is
not higher than the required number of cycles Limit . It is
considered as an exhaustive search by replacing it with the
random solution. The newest food sources obtained by
employing the subsequent equation.
(26)
xij  x min
 rand (0,1)  ( x max
 x min
j
j
j )

The process of evaporation is indicated in the first term by
which  [0,1] indicates the pheromone duration coefficient.
The reinforcement is represented by the second term and the
amount of pheromone available for the solution is considered
as apportion of X i . Within the identified best solution, the
component a jk is not taken into consideration so the
reinforcement parameter becomes  jk  0 . The user-defined
parameter obtained in the equation is normally referred as
pheromone constant Q which is found to be similar for the
entire ants. The, NP, N ,  and Q are the parameters that are
normally included in this ACO algorithm.

Where, xmax
and xmin
denotes the maximum and minimum
j
j
value of the appropriate solution, respectively. Similar to that,
the correct solution is obtained by evaluating and comparing
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IV. EVALUATION OF DIFFERENT
APPROACHES
There are three optimization algorithms are evaluated with the
DNN and the speaker specific features are extracted along
with i-vector features. Rather than employing, the algorithm
of back propagation for parameter updation, it is
accomplished with the help of optimization algorithms. The

results produced with different algorithms and different
datasets used for the speaker recognition tasks are discussed
in this section.
A. Dataset
The performances of different neural network based machine
learning approaches are evaluated for automatic speaker
recognition.

Table 1: The comparison of different speaker recognition approaches
Authors

Language

Feature extraction

Classifier

Dataset

Accuracy

Themos Stafylakis et al. [21]

English

i-vector

DNN

NIST-SRE 2010,

96%

David Snyder et al. [22]

English

i-vector with probabilistic
linear discriminant
(PLDA)

DNN

US English telephone
speech

89.8%

Waad Ben Kheder et al. [23]

English

short utterance i-vectors

GMM

SITW database

91.2%

Michel Vacher et al. [24]

French

Features from Subspace
GMM

Semantic
Classification
Trees

7-channel raw audio stream

80%

Waad Ben Kheder et al. [25]

English

I-vector +MAP

GMM

NIST SRE 2004, 2005,
2006 and Switchboard data

83.73%

Zhiyuan Tang et al. [26]

English

recurrent information

unified neural
network

WSJ database,

96.87

Lantian Li et al. [27]

Chinese

i-vector

DNN, GMM-UBM

SUD12

82.57

MdSahidullah et al. [28]

English

frequency domain linear
prediction (FDLP), mean
Hilbert envelope
coefficients (MHECs) and
power-normalized cepstral
coefficients (PNCCs)

GMM–UBM

NIST SRE and
text-dependent (RSR2015)
speech corpora

89%

Ahilan Kanagasundaram et
al. [29]

English

i-vector

GPLDA scoring

NIST
2008 SRE

96.13

Omid Ghahabi et al. [30]

English

i-Vector and PLDA

NIST SRE 2006

95.89

Suwon Shon et al. [31]

english

NIST SRE 2010

97.57

Sharada V. Chougule et al.
[32]

Hindi

MVSR

89%

LDA and
Heteroscedastic-LDA
Normalized Dynamic
Spectral Features

(i) Benchmark TEDLIUM dataset
It is developed for ASR and TED recognition tasks. This is
one of the publicly available datasets which consists of 774
TED spoken utterances with the amount of 118 hours of
speech data. Each talk of TED is considered as a speaker for
ASR task. Both the tst2010 and dev2010 test sets are
described to perform the decoding process by the ASR path of
the already existing IWSLT estimation process. The IWSLT
evaluation process mainly focuses on developing end-to-end
speaker recognition systems, where this ASR is considered as
typical component [13].
(ii) TIMIT
The TIMIT dataset is utilized with the standard training set
having 462-speaker and the SA records are eliminated. Each
speaker in the data base has identical speak. The set having 50
speakers are developed separately to tune the entire meta
parameters. Results are developed by employing
non-overlapped 462-speaker training set along with the
development set. In the test set, totally eight utterances are
included for each speaker [34].
Retrieval Number: I7760078919/19©BEIESP
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Deep Belief
Networks (DBN)
and Deep Neural
Networks (DNN)
Maximum
likelihood detector
GMM

(iii) SUD12
It is a recorded dataset developed for SUSR tasks and it is
suitable for the speaker recognition tasks. This dataset
includes 28 male and 28 female speakers, and their utterances
are obtained in standard Chinese. In this dataset, each speaker
contains 100 Chinese sentences and 15 ∼ 30 Chinese
characters are included in this each sentence. The voice signal
is sampled with 16 kHz and 16-bits precision. It contains 56
speakers, whereas, 62-63 short speech utterances are included
in this each speakers and the total duration of each speech is
about 35 seconds. The utterance length is 0.5-2 seconds [27].
(iv) NIST 2014
The whole database of i-vector based speaker recognition
challenge dataset is made available in the NIST 2014 dataset
and this dataset is applied in this section to perform the
experimentation process. Instead of applying speech signals,
the NIST provide i-vectors to overcome the challenges of
training and testing process
while
developing
the
speaker recognition system.
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The system comparison is more readily enabled along with
the consistency in the amount, front-end and also for the type
of the background data.
B. Experimental results
The experiments are implemented with the DNN by setting
the following parameters. The DNN is used with 6 hidden
layers and sigmoid activation function. 1024 units are used
with each layer. The remaining experimental parameters are
based on the DNN parameters used in [13]. The experimental
results are analyzed for various speakers’ recognition
techniques such as DNN-MLP, DNN-BP, DNN-ABC and
DNN-ACO. The speaker recognition techniques are
compared for finding the efficient algorithm for updating the
parameters in speaker recognition using DNN. Figure 2, 3 and
4 shows the comparison of speaker recognition approaches
used with DNN classifier. The speaker recognition results are
compared with the metrics used for speaker recognition such
as EER, DCF, and C-average. The c-average comparison for
the work is shown in figure 1.

Figure 3: EER comparison for speaker recognition
approaches
The EER performance comparison is shown in figure 3 which
compares three optimization approaches which are suitable
for the process of speaker recognition. The EER performance
of the recognition task is compared by varying the frame
duration with several levels like 25ms, 10ms, and 3ms. At
25ms duration, the EER values produced by the DNN-MLP,
DNN-BP, DNN-ABC and DNN-ACO are 7, 2.5, 2.7, 3 and 1.
At 10ms duration, the EER values produced by the
DNN-MLP, DNN-BP, DNN-ABC and DNN-ACO are 15,
5.2, 5.5, 5 and 3. At 3ms duration, the EER values produced
by the DNN-MLP, DNN-BP, DNN-ABC and DNN-ACO are
25.5, 15.5, 12, 11 and 5. When reducing the frame duration
the numbers of frames used are increased and it leads to the
degradation in performance. When the frame duration is
reduced, the numbers of frames used are reduced in which the
performance is enhanced.

Figure 2: C-average comparison for speaker
recognition approaches
Figure 2 shows the performance comparison of speaker
recognition approaches by varying the frame duration. The
frame durations are taken as 25ms, 10ms and 3ms. These
values are computed for all techniques. The better value is
obtained for the DNN-ACO technique. The higher value of
minimum average cost shows the inefficient performance and
the lower value of c-average indicates the highest
performance in terms of efficiency. At 25 ms, the DNN-MLP,
DNN-BP, DNN-ABC and DNN-ACO produces values such
as 6.5, 0.5, 2.5 and 2.7 respectively. At 10ms, the c-average
values produced by the DNN-MLP, DNN-BP, DNN-ABC
and DNN-ACO are 10, 2.9, 4.1, 0.7 and 0.5. At 3ms, the
c-average values produced by the DNN-MLP, DNN-BP,
DNN-ABC and DNN-ACO are 15, 13, 10, 9 and 7.5. When
the numbers of frames are increased then the c-average
performance is degraded and the better performance can be
obtained with increasing the frame duration.
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Figure 4: DCF comparison for speaker recognition
approaches
In speaker recognition procedure, the DCF is compared with
the other DNN based speaker recognition approaches. Its
performance is found high when the parameters used in the
DNN are updated with the optimization algorithms. The
optimized DNN structure is shown in the figure2, figure3, and
figure4. The DCF value obtained by the DNN-MLP,
DNN-BP, DNN-ABC and DNN-ACO are 0.4, 0.45, 0.55,
0.35 and 0.25 respectively.
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